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Meeting Guidelines
• Submit questions for the discussion portion of each panel via the question box. 

Include your name and organization.

• During the discussion portion of each panel, a moderator will call out the name of a 
person with a question. 

• Time permitting remarks can be made at the end of a panel by using the “raise hand” 
function. Please limit your remarks to 3 minutes.

• All participants will be muted throughout the webinar, except when asking questions 
or making remarks.

• Everyone is encouraged to participate; we will take as many questions and 
comments as time permits.

• Listen to and respect other points of view.
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Panel 2: How to ensure equity in the EV ecosystem

• Utilizing the EV Mapping effort 
to identify Charger Ready 
locations. 

• Identifying how market failures 
should be identified that would 
trigger utility intervention.

Panelists 
Jenifer Bosco – National Consumer Law Center

Peg Hanna – NJDEP 

Doug O’Malley – Environment New Jersey 

Terry Travis – EVNoire

Pamela Frank – ChargEVC

Ari Tehrani – Zapp Electric 

Kate Miguel – Isles 



©National Consumer Law Center

NJ Board of Public Utilities
Panel Discussion: How to Ensure 

Equity in the EV Ecosystem
Jenifer Bosco, Staff Attorney (jbosco@nclc.org)

National Consumer Law Center
June 3, 2020



The National Consumer Law Center
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 Since 1969, the nonprofit National Consumer 
Law Center (NCLC) has used its expertise in 
consumer law and energy policy to work for 
consumer justice and economic security for 
low-income and other disadvantaged people 
in the United States through policy analysis 
and advocacy, publications, litigation, and 
training.

 https://www.nclc.org/



NCLC transportation 
electrification principles

 Advance solutions that will --
1. Increase transportation access and security for 

economically disadvantaged consumers
2. Equitably allocate costs and benefits for 

economically  disadvantaged consumers
3. Reduce air pollution to achieve public health benefits 
4. Reduce emissions (state climate goals)
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Energy Affordability
Challenges Before COVID-19

One in three U.S. households 
faces a challenge in meeting 
energy needs
Source: U.S. EIA, Residential 
Energy Consumption Survey 2015 
(Sept. 19, 2018)
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Source: U.S. EIA, Residential Energy Consumption 
Survey 2015 (Sept. 19, 2018)



What are the potential benefits and risks of 
transportation electrification for low-income 

consumers? 
 Possible customer benefits – what we hope 

to see, especially for under-resourced 
consumers
 Downward pressure on electric rates
 Lower transportation costs
 More transportation options
 Public health and environmental benefits

 Possible customer risks –
 Short-term (or longer?) rate increases to fund 

utility infrastructure investment
 Will benefits be equitably shared?
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What roles should utilities and other 
stakeholders play?

EV infrastructure investments must be pursued in a way that will 
lessen the impact on ratepayers and shield struggling low-
income ratepayers from unaffordable rate increases, while 
providing sufficient infrastructure to support broad adoption of 
EVs
 Limit utility investments to those not addressed by the market 

or where other resources are not available, may include 
infrastructure to benefit low-income communities

 Make-ready
 Limit any bill impacts
 Use rate design, discount rates, bill payment assistance to 

protect low-income consumers
 Private investment, state and federal funding, Transportation 

and Climate Initiative as other possible options
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What types of utility infrastructure will be 
needed/who will pay/cost recovery?

 Community and stakeholder input should provide guidance
 Infrastructure to support public uses like electrification of 

public transit, school buses
 Multi-family housing 
 Low-income households, younger households, and people 

of color are more likely to rent than are other demographic 
groups

 Regulators have recognized this need in multi-family 
housing and allowed for utility investment (e.g., California, 
Florida, Massachusetts)

 Equity principles support funding through sources other 
than utility investment where possible, and when utility 
investment is needed, mitigating rate impacts on low-
income consumers
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Some Rate Design Options and 
Cost Recovery Options
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 EV-only time-varying rates
 Whole house TVR could raise costs for some low-income 

consumers

 Amortizing investment costs over long periods of time

 Applying “used and useful” cost recovery principles

 Establish or enhance low-income discounts and 
arrearage management programs to mitigate any 
short-term financial harms from new investment



But you can’t plug in your EV 
without electricity …

 COVID-19 crisis has highlighted utility 
affordability issues

 Orders or voluntary guidance were issued in 
most states to prevent disconnection of 
electricity, gas and/or water service for 
nonpayment during crisis – but what next?

 Consumers need affordable and accessible 
electric service as a precondition for 
beneficial electrification and transportation 
electrification
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Disconnection Moratorium: 
New Jersey

 NJ BPU announced voluntary suspensions 
of public gas and electric service on March 
13, 2020
 If 30% of NJ customers fall behind on 

electric bills for 90 days, approx. 
1,070,413 customers would owe 
$336,575,342 

(Source: NCLC, Skyrocketing Utility Arrears during the Covid-19 Crisis: 
The Need for Substantial Federal Support, April 2020)
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Post-Moratorium planning
 California
 Moratorium order applies to energy, water, 

sewer, and communications companies under 
CPUC jurisdiction 
 Extends through at least April 16, 2021
 Requirements for payment plans for energy 

customers are found in previous disaster 
docket order, D.19-07-015
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Post-Moratorium planning
 Massachusetts
 Disconnection moratorium issued on 3/24 to 

cover regulated electricity, gas and regulated 
water service
 Post-moratorium working group established, DPU 

20-58
 Proposal to extend disconnection moratorium 

until start of 2020 winter moratorium
 Proposals to extend and strengthen Arrearage 

Management Programs and payment plans
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Post-Moratorium Planning

 Illinois Commerce Commission:
“Temporary revised and more flexible credit 
and collections procedures are needed to 
ensure that customers remain connected to 
essential utility services when the 
emergency status ends.” 
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Post-Moratorium Protections –
NCLC Recommendations

NCLC general recommendations include:
 Reconnect any customers disconnected prior to COVID-

19 state of emergency
 Eliminate any customer deposit requirements
 Eliminate down payment requirements on payment plans 

or deferred payment arrangements (DPAs)
 Consider Arrearage Management Programs
 Allow flexible, reasonable DPAs that are based on the 

customer's ability to pay (18-24 months for low-income 
customers)

 Stop late fees and negative credit reporting 
 Require utilities to report data on disconnections and 

arrearages
14



NCLC Resources
 The Future of Transportation Electrification: Utility, Industry and Consumer Perspectives, 

LBNL FEUR Report No. 10 (2018), https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur
 Principles for Fair and Equitable Investment in Electric Vehicles and Transportation 

Electrification (Oct. 2018), https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/electric_vehicles/nclc-ev-principles-
oct18.pdf

 NCLC comments re: Transportation & Climate Initiative of the Northeast and Mid -Atlantic 
States, February 28, 2020

 Making Electric Vehicles Work for Utility Consumers: A Policy Handbook for Consumer Advocates, 
November 2019 by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. with foreword by Jenifer Bosco (NCLC) and 
fellow advisory group members.

 COVID-19 Advocacy Resources: https://www.nclc.org/special-projects/covid-19-consumer-
protections.html

 Coronavirus Crisis: How States Can Help Consumer Maintain Essential Utility Service: 
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/special_projects/covid-
19/IB_What_States_Can_Do_Coronavirus_Utilities.pdf

 Major consumer protections announced in response to COVID-19: https://library.nclc.org/major-
consumer-protections-announced-response-covid-19

 The Need for Utility Reporting of Key Credit and Collections Data Now and After the Covid-19 
Crisis: http://bit.ly/brief-covid-19-data

 Bill assistance and arrearage management program design template https://bit.ly/RPT-covid-19-
program-design

 Electric utility residential arrearage scenarios by state bit.ly: https://bit.ly/covid-state-electric-
arrears 15

https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/electric_vehicles/nclc-ev-principles-oct18.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/energy_utility_telecom/electric_vehicles_evs/comments-tci-mou-feb2020.pdf
https://www.synapse-energy.com/sites/default/files/Making-Electric-Vehicles-Work-for-Utility-Customers.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/special-projects/covid-19-consumer-protections.html
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/special_projects/covid-19/IB_What_States_Can_Do_Coronavirus_Utilities.pdf
https://library.nclc.org/major-consumer-protections-announced-response-covid-19
http://bit.ly/brief-covid-19-data
https://bit.ly/RPT-covid-19-program-design
http://bit.ly/
https://bit.ly/covid-state-electric-arrears


Since 1969, the nonprofit National Consumer Law Center® 
(NCLC®) has worked for consumer justice and economic security for 
low-income and other disadvantaged people in the U.S. through its 
expertise in policy analysis and advocacy, publications, litigation, 
expert witness services, and training. www.nclc.org



ELECTRIFICATION EQUITY

Peg Hanna, Assistant Director
Division of Air Quality

NJDEP
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Traffic Volumes NJDOT Sites Summary March 2019 vs March 2020
LDV2019 LDV2020 HDT2019 HDT2020

Work from home request 3/15 Stay at home order 3/21

Data point comparison 
Criteria  - Must match on 
Road, Milepost and 
Lane as well as be a 
weekday in both 2019 
and 2020



SUMMARY OF NOX CONCENTRATIONS

• Percent Change in 2014-2019 Monthly Average NOx Concentrations versus 
2020 NOx Concentrations
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March 2020 April 2020 May 1-17, 
2020

Camden -37% -43% -36%
Elizabeth Lab -13% -44% -40%
Jersey City -35% -49% No Data



SUMMARY OF PM2.5 CONCENTRATIONS

• Percent Change in 2014-2019 Monthly Average PM2.5 Concentrations versus 
2020 PM2.5 Concentrations
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March 2020 April 2020 May 1-17, 
2020

Camden -38% -30% -28%
Elizabeth Lab -23% -21% -30%
Jersey City* -21% -29% No Data



EV LAW

330,000 EVs by December 31, 2025, 2 million 
EVs by December 31, 2035

400 fast chargers available for public use at 
200 locations by December 31, 2025

1000 Level 2 chargers available for public use 
by December 31, 2025.

25% of state fleet shall be electric by 2025.

Charging goals for hotels and multi family 
dwellings
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://medicaljane.com/2014/11/05/californias-prop-47-changes-state-drug-laws
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


EV REGISTRATIONS (JUNE 2019)

84% of BEVs are Tesla Remainder of BEVs are about 5% 
Chevy Bolt, 5% Nissan Leaf, 2.5% 
BMW i3, 3.5% everything else



• Map of current DCFC station locations that are compliant 
with the EV law for "Corridor Location"

• Interactive 
map https://njdep.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/inde
x.html?id=b05c57f8170c414e83046d04aeb64311

• Developing map of "community locations"
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https://njdep.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=b05c57f8170c414e83046d04aeb64311


CLOSE-UP: SUITABILITY 
SCORES

EV, NREL

Darker green =  higher suitability score



15% of multi-unit dwellings need charging 
stations by 2025

• Universe:  ~43,000 buildings 
representing ~540,000 units 
(apartments) total.

15% of hotels need charging stations by 
2025

• Universe:  ~2,750

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://www.thebluediamondgallery.com/wooden-tile/f/future.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


EQUITY AREAS



www.nationalequityatlas.org

http://www.nationalequityatlas.org/


TRIFECTA

• Improve air quality;

• Increase access to mobility; and

• Improve quality of life by connecting to healthcare, jobs, 
education, etc.



STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON PROPOSED 
TRANSPORTATION CAP & INVEST PROGRAM

• Electrify NJ Transit buses

• Green rail

• Develop infrastructure that supports biking & walking

• Prioritize clean investments in EJ communities and for those who don’t have access to transportation choices

• E-ride share to improve mobility, increase access to jobs & healthcare,

• Clean, affordable public transportation

• More public transit and electric vehicle infrastructure in rural areas

• Expansion of commuter rail, electric vehicles, and streets in the suburbs that are safe, walkable, and bikeable

• Sustainable and equitable housing near transit and electric bus fleets in urban communities

• Increase clean public transportation options beyond major cities;  electric buses; charging stations for EV owners in rural 
communities



BLUEPRINTS FOR INCREASING MOBILITY 
WITHOUT INCREASING EMISSIONS

• California Clean Miles rule

• NYC Taxi & Limousine Commission cap on permits for “for hire vehicles”   

• E-Ride sharing

• E-Ride hailing

• Multi-unit dwellings



THANK YOU!

Peg Hanna, Assistant Director
Division of Air Quality, NJDEP

Peg.hanna@dep.nj.gov
609 633-2306

mailto:Peg.hanna@dep.nj.gov


The Case For Electric 
Buses

Doug O’Malley, Director
NJBPU EV Panel: How To Ensure 

Equity in the EV Ecosystem



Electric buses provide health, environmental, and 
financial benefits



Cleaner, Healthier Air
❖ Air pollution from transportation is responsible 

for a 30,000 premature deaths each year.
❖ Diesel exhaust from bus tailpipes is a 

dangerous pollutant - on that is common in the 
air in urban areas and places with frequent 
truck and bus traffic.

❖ Coronavirus patients in areas that had high 
levels of air pollution before the pandemic are 
more likely to die from the infection than 
patients in cleaner parts of the country 
(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/climate/ai
r-pollution-coronavirus-covid.html)



Saving Money



Lessons from the Experiences of Early Adopters



Seneca, South Carolina
❖ In September 2014, Seneca, SC, 

became the first city in the world to 
launch an all-electric municipal 
bus fleet.

❖ In several areas the buses are 
exceeding original expectations. 
For example:
➢ Charging time
➢ Range
➢ Battery life
➢ Break changes



Chicago
❖ Chicago’s electric buses have each saved the 

agency more than $24,000 annually in fuel costs 
and $30,000 annually in maintenance costs 
compared to new diesel buses.

❖ They estimate that each of the electric buses will 
save the city $55,000 a year in healthcare 
expenses thanks to cleaner air.

❖ The buses underwent extensive testing prior to 
delivery too ensure that they would be capable 
of handling varying road conditions, heavy 
passenger loads, stop-and-go traffic, and 
extreme temperatures.



Seattle
❖ A major focus has been establishing the reliability of the buses in hilly, rainy 

conditions in various road environments. 
➢ Essential to this process has been a spirit of collaboration between the agency and the 

manufacturers. Proterra has been responsive to Metro’s feedback, and has worked to adapt 
the vehicles to meet specific needs the agency has identified.

❖ The agency has also partnered with local utilities, which have shared the 
costs of the charging infrastructure and have helped with planning. 

❖ The agency includes the environmental and health benefits of buses in its 
evaluation of their costs and benefits, estimating that the total societal cost 
over the life cycle of a 40-foot diesel-hybrid bus is $121,000, versus $19,000 
for a 40-foot electric bus using renewable energy



Key Recommendations
❖ Establish solid collaborative partnerships with utilities early on and start a dialogue 

about goals and interests from the outset. Utilities should include proposals for 
electrification of school bus fleet and the construction of EVSE charging for bus transit 
fleets. Vehicle 2 Grid (V2G) should be key principle driving this investment.

❖ Ensure contracts with bus manufacturers include provisions to guarantee protection in 
the event that the vehicles delivered do not perform as promised.

❖ Be realistic about the capabilities of electric buses for particular routes and conditions 
and study route modeling data to determine the appropriate type of bus for the route.

❖ Invest in as large a fleet as soon as possible and use modeling data from other cities
and states to build out data sets. Ensure the availability of additional electrical capacity 
through future-proofing and build the infrastructure to be able to add more chargers, 
including on-route charging infrastructure where necessary. (Especially important to 
look at double-dipping EVSE charging for school or municipal electric fleets)



Key Recommendations (continued)
❖ Acquire as much data as possible from school districts that are already using 

the technology.  
❖ Include environmental and health benefits in any evaluation of the costs and 

benefits of electric buses (Which is implied by Executive Order 23 focused on 
environmental justice). 



For more information:
❖ See the Environment America/U.S. PIRG report Electric Buses in America: 

Lessons from Cities Pioneering Clean Transportation
➢ Available online: https://uspirgedfund.org/feature/usf/electric-buses-america

https://uspirgedfund.org/feature/usf/electric-buses-america


Centering 
EQUITY 

In the New Jersey 
E-Mobility Strategy

Conscious of systemic barriers and inequities in society 
and other forms of oppression and historical injustice.

More importantly are the policy, programs and practices of 
your organization utilizing equitable and inclusive

Social Justice Frameworks

Understanding the Context & Environmental Issues around EMobility in Diverse Communities



EVNoire Mobility Intelligence Consulting Group

● National, award winning Consulting Group
● Focus: Intersection of transportation, energy and environmental equity 

& engaging communities / workforce development
● Centered in Equity using a Social & Environmental Justice lens
● Clients include: Transit Agencies, Utilities and Co-ops, Non-Profits, 

Government Agencies, Public Health Organizations, and Regional and 
National organizations 

● Extensive data | Emphasize financial & public health benefits
● Work with Communities around the country 
● EVHybridNoire: Founders of the largest network of diverse EV drivers 

“Prioritizing Frontline Communities - Those hit WORST and FIRST“

   ABOUT US 

EVNoire.comNational Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity 

We have expertise in engaging 

● Racial Ethnic Demographics 
● Black, LatinX & Native 
● Underserved Communities 
● Aging Population 
● LBGTQ
● Rural / Immigrant Communities 
● Multi Unit Property Residents 
● Young Professionals Gens XYZ

 



  

     National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com

EMOBILITY 
BEST PRACTICE 

Best Practices with EMobility
Experience Working in Mature Markets

Engaging General & Diverse Demographics
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EMOBILITY EQUITY
National Thought Leaders 

Founders of largest network of diverse EV drivers
& Enthusiasts with members in LADWP service 

area

FOCUS OF OUR WORK



National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com4

EMobility Equity: Development of  a transportation system that increases access to high quality mobility options, reduces 
air pollution, and enhances economic opportunity to all members of the community. 

Due to systemic issues, underserved and communities of color have to be prioritized in these conversations. 

What is Equity In EMobility

EVNOIRE 



E-MOBILITY EQUITY CENTERED STRATEGY
Why Frontline Communities Should Be Prioritized

1. Historical & Environmental Contexts
2. Transportation Burden / Costs
3. Barriers to Adoption
4. Benefits

       National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity

EVNoire.comThought Leaders in EMobility

EVNoire.com



EQUITY 101

  National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com

EVNOIRE



The Why? 

Frontline Communities are being
impacted FIRST & WORST



How Electrification Can Benefit/Impact All NJ Ratepayers
And How We Change The Narrative

   National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com



 Accelerating EV Adoption - Equity 
New Jersey EVs: 15,108 EV PHEV 11,477  37 Models 



Opportunities / Next Steps
● Craft culturally relevant strategies to engage diverse and underserved 

communities / Prioritizing Frontline EJ Communities
● Partner with Organizations w/ SME / reflective of impacted communities. 
● Awareness / Education / Outreach must be intentional/inclusive
● Develop programs to increase EV Adoption / Awareness
● Future opportunities / workforce development / charging infrastructure 

Utility Filings $1.3 Billion / Approved $1.4 Pending / VW Settlement Funds 

   National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com



EMobility 
Equity 
Conference
Friday, November 20, 2020 
Portland, Oregon 

 National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com



          

 

 

Disrupting The EMobility 
Narrative, Prioritizing Those 
MOST Impacted and creating 

Economic Opportunities
Thank You

Terry Travis  
terry@evnoire.com

888.MOB.ILTY  

 National Thought Leaders in Best Practices and EMobility Equity EVNoire.com

mailto:terry@evnoire.com


Docket #QO20050357
In the matter of the straw proposal on 

electric vehicle infrastructure build out.

Panel 2: How to ensure equity in                 
the EV ecosystem

June 3, 2020

Pamela Frank, CEO
pam@chargevc.org
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FROM GOVERRNOR’S EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 23 

WHEREAS, historically, New Jersey’s low-income communities 
and communities of color have been exposed to 
disproportionately high and unacceptably dangerous levels 
of air, water, and soil pollution, with the accompanying 
potential for increased public health impacts; and 

WHEREAS, communities that are disproportionately affected 
by environmental degradation often face other serious 
problems beyond environmental issues, including health 
risks and housing challenges; and 

Covid-19 has shined a bright light on the cumulative assaults on 
and impacts to the environmental justice community.

Air quality Heat islands – higher temps Hunger and nutrition Poverty and segregation Health
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FROM GOVERRNOR’S EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 23 

WHEREAS, historically, New Jersey’s low-income communities and communities of color 
have been exposed to disproportionately high and unacceptably dangerous levels of air, 
water, and soil pollution, with the accompanying potential for increased public health 
impacts; and 

WHEREAS, communities that are disproportionately affected by environmental degradation 
often face other serious problems beyond environmental issues, including health risks 
and housing challenges; and 

Covid-19 has shined a bright light on the cumulative assaults on 
and impacts to the environmental justice community.

FROM STRAW P. 9:  Staff note historically that the costs of upgrades on the EDC’s side of the meter 
necessary to accommodate new development including, for example, EVSE, are assigned under a “beneficiary-
pays model, where the entity creating the need for the upgrades (here, presumably the EVSE Infrastructure 
Company) pays for the upgrade costs, consistent with the Board’s regulation on extensions of utility service in 

NJAC 14:3-8 et seq.    QUESTION:  Staff requests comment on whether these 
investments  would be expected to meet the earnings test, or whether, 
given the need for rapid deployment of the EV Ecosystem, coupled with the 
human health and environmental benefits of moving towards an electrified 
transportation sector, other measures should be implemented.

ANSWER IS OBVIOUS:  OTHER MEASURES SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED!
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• Market failure should be broadly defined to reflect intersection of health, 
poverty and pollution.  

• Providing for a variety of electrically powered modalities to improve access to 
life’s essentials:   food, work, recreation and health services can solve a major 
market failure of our transportation system (now linked to our electrical 
distribution system). 

• Opportunities to enhance sites with EVSE that spur economic development in EJ 
communities should be realized (i.e. charging infrastructure in parking lots of 
urban churches/community centers).  

• Fleets, account for approximately 9% of vehicles in New Jersey and contribute in 
a corresponding way to the emissions.  Conversion of fleets is an efficient 
strategy to address inequitable burdens of air quality in the state while also 
helping us get to reach emissions and environmental state goals.

BPU must innovate the way it thinks about equity and equitable 
access.   This is much more than equitable distribution of EVSE.
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Ensuring routine charging for 
people living in Multi Unit Dwellings (MUDS).

• Separate issue of ensuring geographic coverage throughout the state from the issue 
of allowing people who live in MUDs access to routine charging.   These are different 
issues with different challenges.

• Straw puts the cart before the horse. The biggest challenge is not a rate-based 
challenge but the fact that EVSE is not easily installed in MUDs.

• MUDs:  Previous markets teach us that ensuring EVSE will be installed at MUDS is not 
solved by incentives alone. Landlord/coop/on the ground operational issues make 
this a very complicated space not necessarily overcome with incentives. 

• Address the horse first:  The answer to addressing the MUD challenge is to create 
OPTIONS. Access to routine charging for residents of MUDs can be through 
workplace charging, public DCFC and where it can be done, MUDs.



Website: www.chargevc.org
Email: info@chargevc.org

Phone: 732-296-0770
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http://www.chargevc.org/
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Zapp Electric, Inc. – Overview
“How to ensure Equity in the EV Ecosystem”
NJ EV Infrastructure EcoSystem 2020 Straw Proposal

 Offices in Long Island 
City, NY; and Jersey City, 
NJ

 2nd Generation TNC in 
Tri-State Area

 Currently Operating over 
3,000 Vehicles; adding 
BEVs

 Partnership with Nissan; 
2,500 + Vehicles



Zapp Electric, Inc. - DC Fast Charge

 Key Issue:  Lack of DC 
Fast Charge Sites

 Collaboration is the Key!
 NJ: PSE&G, BPU, DEP, NJ 

Clean Cities ; All Stations 
Feature Public Access

 Incentives are Necessary 
to Meet the State of NJ’s 
Aggressive EV Goals



Zapp Electric, Inc – Future Plans

 Add Additional DC FC 
and EVs in NJ, NY

 P3 with Clean Cities, 
Economic 
Development, Utilities, 
and Government

 Expand Battery Electric 
Offerings

 Thanks! Ari Tehrani 
ari@Zappfast.com



Trenton E-Mobility 
Pilot

KATHARINA MIGUEL, CLEAN ENERGY ADVOCATE

KMIGUEL@ISLES.ORG



Trenton, New Jersey

 27% poverty rate

 48% of households earn less than $35k

 30% car-free households

 21% carpool rate





Site Locations



Community Outreach

COMMUNITY 
PARTNERSHIP 
AGREEMENTS

COMMUNITY 
LISTENING SESSIONS 

SURVEYS AMBASSADOR 
RECRUITMENT 

STAKEHOLDER 
ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
AND COMMUNITY 
RIDE AND DRIVES 



www.isles.org
kmiguel@isles.org
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